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CHAIR & CEO REPORT
Over the past 12-months Care Network has remained concerned about the
disparity in health inequalities and increasing local need that we find across the
county, seeing the impact this has upon health and wellbeing of many of our clients.
Our Community Navigators saw a 60% increase with client contacts, whilst for Help
at Home this rose by 25%.
Our wonderful volunteers remain integral to Care Network being able to support
local need and within the past year have given 2,615 hours of their time to support
our clients. The power of the gift of one’s time to care for another is immeasurable
and noted through client feedback of our volunteers, “[The Volunteer] was lovely.
I was at the bottom of a hump in life and [the Volunteer] helped me over it …
Helped me over a rough patch!”

Susie Willis,
Chief Executive

This year saw our Chair, Steve McGrady step down from the Board of Trustees after
6 years’ service. Steve leaves a transformational mark on Care Network in our ability
to successfully identify, develop and deliver upon strategic plans and needs.
For myself (Susie) and the Leadership Team, he was also an inspiring coach and
mentor. Thank you Steve, you made a difference to us all.
We are extremely lucky that Mike Hill has joined our Board and taken up the
position of Chair. Mike brings extensive experience of leading across local
government and community systems. In previous roles, he has worked
alongside and supported Care Network for many years and we are excited about
the fresh perspective he will bring to the Charity.

Steve McGrady,
Outgoing Chair

Within the last 12-months, so much has been achieved, all driven by our ethos of
“people at the heart of everything”. As such, following our strategic priority setting
session in February 2020, our focus on delivering innovative services is going to
draw upon improving organisational learning, development and processes.
Thank you to everyone involved with Care Network, we know the last year has
achieved so much, making a difference where it is most needed, which we hope is
reflected in this annual review. In the next few months, we will be celebrating our
34th anniversary, to this end, we continue on a daily basis to embrace and work to
the values established by the charity’s founders; the power of community and the
unwavering commitment to empower as many people as possible to live
happy and fulfilled lives.

“

“

Care Network Cambridgeshire exists to help people to stay healthy, independent
and to keep in touch with their community.

Mike Hill
Incoming Chair
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THE DIFFERENCE WE MADE
We are so proud of what we achieved in the last year, connecting people
and communities to promote wellbeing and independence.

Community Navigators 			

2399

1,522

18,082

7,981

367

2,248

people referred

contact sessions

volunteer hours

76%

people referred

contact sessions

volunteer hours

96%

felt more positive

felt less isolated

99%

97%

maintained or gained
independence

maintained or gained
independence

99%

98%

said their circumstances had
improved, over a third said the
impact was significant
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Help at Home

said their situation had improved

Community Development

326

Community Groups across
Cambridgeshire provided with
support to establish or
continue to provide activities
for local residents
with 1,141 contacts to
develop resilient communities
with strong connections.

54

car schemes

400

Wellbeing

115

people referred for one-toone support

1,265

number of contact sessions

28

people received support
through group interventions

62%

felt better equipped to
manage their wellbeing
after the group

number of contacts with
car schemes provided with
opportunities for networking
and training events
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ONGOING INNOVATION
One of our strategic goals for 2019-2021
was to deliver innovative services. For Care
Network this has meant taking action to
support residents by filling gaps in support
that we have identified, which negatively
impact the health and wellbeing of
individuals and communities.
In the last 12-months, we have completed
two pilot projects: Joining Up The Dots and
Open Arms, responding to such need.
Joining up the Dots was a Peterborough
pilot and has firmly established our
presence in the city’s local landscape.
Herein, we worked hard form the start to
ensure our presence was complimenting
and collaboratively working alongside
existing community and voluntary sector
organisations.
This pilot worked closely with hospital
discharge teams to enable safe discharge of
patients, who had complex living needs,
extremely drawn out or that they were at
high risk of a rapid re-admission to hospital.
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Joining up the Dots supported 96 clients, facilitating 17 deep home cleans and assisted
4 people to find long-term accommodation.
The low readmission rate of these clients evidences the positive impact we achieved.
As one client said “I very much appreciate what you’ve done for me as I wouldn’t have
been able to do it without your fantastic help. Thank you.”
The learnings and delivery model for Joining Up the Dots has proved vital in supporting
our new Help at Home+ service, which Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical
Commissioning Group fund to support discharge into the community at the three acute
hospital sites of: Peterborough City, Addenbrookes and Hinchingbrooke.
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Thanks to support from The National
Lottery Communities Fund, we launched a
new campaign to stimulate community
social action to tackle loneliness through
our ‘Open Arms Project’. Care Network felt
extremely strongly that whilst many
national messages have been given telling
communities about the problem of
loneliness, less attention had been given to
ask them, that if they wanted to tackle this
problem, how would they like to do it and
what support would they need.
Open Arms certainly achieved its mission
through; 1,800 direct contacts with local
residents discussing loneliness, supporting
them with ideas and action they would like
to take, 22,000 social media contacts,
visited 122 groups to deliver workshops
and discuss action options and facilitated
8 inter-generational projects.
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Our innovative approach stretched further this year, supporting existing community social
action, which we are privileged to work alongside. We had a phenomenal time conducting
a research project with the 56 Community Car Schemes we support, bringing to the fore
the difference and impact they make to the lives of Cambridgeshire residents.

		
We would like to thank our Community Development Team for the high 		
		
standard of research that they delivered and to the Community Car Scheme
		
Coordinators, Drivers and Passengers who gave us so much of their time. You
		were amazing!
		
		
		
		
		

This research project drew upon a mixture of qualitative and quantitative 		
data collection processes, which exemplified the power and impact of
voluntary, community grass root action. The key themes that emerged from
the data related to: Individual Operating Activity, Community First in Every
Aspect, More than Just Transport, System Impact upon Car Schemes.

		
		
		

The release of our Community Car Scheme research was delayed due to the
arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic and will be released at an appropriate time
following discussion with the groups.
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Whilst we can quantify impact of
Open Arms through outcomes
such as number of people and
groups reached, the project was
primarily about people and
connection. Our team across
some amazing, people and
communities and we captured
their social action to combat
loneliness and our interactions
with them through this people
map.
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FUNDRAISING
Our ability to deliver innovative services that
continue to meet community needs
intrinsically depends on our ability to diversify
our funding sources. In the last 12-months our
Trusts and Foundations Fundraising Campaign
has seen us develop new relationships with
7 organisations, securing an additional
income of £213,977 to support our services.
To evidence how seriously we take the trust
placed in us through grants and or donations,
we are registered with the Fundraising
Regulator this means we evidence that we
fundraise with best practice behaviours,
complying with legal requirements and in
doing so defend the reputation of the
voluntary sector.
We know we can sustain good relationships
with existing supporters and are great at
developing equally good relationships with
new partners. Additionally, we are growing
more comfortable and confident in asking
for donations and plan to launch an online
fundraising campaign to mark our 34th
anniversary.
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OPEN FOR DONATIONS
The first step has been to make it
easier to make a donation:

Online through our website, or
support us whilst you shop via:
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/
causes/carenetwork

THANK YOU
Care Network is grateful for the support of our funding partners and donors, both those we
have longstanding relationships with, and those we are starting out with. Together we are able
to make a real impact on the lives of local people, and the communities they live in.
In the last year we have been supported by:
Cambridgeshire County Council
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
South Cambridgeshire District Council

The Britford Bridge Trust

National Lottery Community Foundation

The Edward Gostling Foundation

The Betty Lawes Foundation

The Sobell Foundation

The Dulverton Trust

Huntingdon Freeman’s Trust

The Pye Foundation
The Cole Charitable Trust
Sir Jule Thorn Charitable Trust
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OUR SERVICES – ONE CLIENT JOURNEY
One of our 3 year strategic
goals was to develop our ‘One
Client Journey’ to enable us to
take big steps to improve the
experience of people using our
services, reducing the number
of CNC staff they had to speak
to, and ensuring they are able
to build trusting relationships
with one member of staff or
volunteer.

You’re
welcome!

Thanks for
helping me
with these
plants

School

SOCIAL ACTION

Encouraging
intergenerational
interaction

Open Arms, tackling
loneliness through practical
support for local people to
help residents reduce
experiences of loneliness.

CARE NETW

Community
Centre

Connecting people and
to promote wellbeing and

Groups
everyday!

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

“People at the heart of

Working with local people to help
them make their communities
great, supportive places to live.
Supporting
community car schemes
to get people to essential
appointments and social
experiences.

WELLBEING SERV

Friendly
cafe

Chatty
cafe
today!

Frankie’s Gardening
Services
“No job too small”

We Care
Agency

Providing personlised s
to help people build the
confidence and self est
live their lives in the wa
they want to.

COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS
Helping people make choices
about the things that are
important to them.

THIS
WAY

?
Enabling discharge
from hospital

Stopping hospital
admissions

NETWORK

eople and communities
ellbeing and independence

How’s
the leg?

he heart of everything”
HELP AT HOME
Providing practical and
emotional support whilst
people recover, rebuild their
independence or get the right
long-term support in place.

LBEING SERVICE

ng personlised support
people build their
nce and self esteem to
r lives in the way
ant to.

Wellbeing walk
this Thursday

Fine thanks.
Lovely to
have some
company!

DOING THE BEST FOR OUR VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are an important part of the
Care Network team and the communities
we serve. Not only do our volunteers
provide services that increase our ability to
support as many clients as possible, they
also facilitate wider community
connections. Our volunteers are from all
walks of life and often have their own set of
challenges, they are reliable, trustworthy
and passionate in their endeavours to
support their clients, which gives them a
great satisfaction of making a tangible
difference to the lives of others.
Over the past 12-months, with our
volunteers, Care Network has:
• Held two retraining and networking
sessions for long standing volunteers
• Redesigned their induction process to
provide improved insight into what and
how Care Network delivers our services
and the roles volunteers play
• Based on volunteer feedback
provided Dementia Friends training
• Relaunched a new and improved
volunteer newsletter
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• Based on positive feedback continued
with our volunteer wellbeing walks
• Enjoyed our volunteer Christmas
celebrations as a time to come together
and say ‘thank you’
We really appreciate the flexibility and
support volunteers provided with
establishing our new ‘Check and Chat’
service, as a result of Covid-19. This is an
entirely volunteer delivered service,
provided by phone to people who were
self-isolating. It has proved invaluable in
helping us to identify unmet needs during
the pandemic for example connecting with
people who need help with housing advice,
hospital appointments, medical and pet
care. I speak for all of Care Network when
I say that we could not do what we do
without the help of our volunteers and I’m
so very proud of the impact they make in
people’s lives.

WORKING TOGETHER
Working in partnership is in our DNA. We have been collaborating with local communities
since we were first set up, over 30 years ago.
Over the years, who we work with has developed to make sure we continue to meet the
needs of the people we serve.

HOSPITALS

Working onwards and with discharge teams to help get people home
quickly, and stop unnecessary readmissions.

SOCIAL CARE TEAMS

Working closely with Social Care Teams, building trust, and enabling
us to bridge the gap for people trying to navigate the system.

CHARITIES

Collaborating to share knowledge and skills, and ensure people are
receiving the right support, at the right time.

COMMUNITIES

Working with individuals, groups and neighbourhoods to take
action to tackle loneliness, and help people to live good lives, locally.

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE POLICY MAKERS
Collaborating to share our understanding of the need in our
communities, and finding ways to meet this together.
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FINANCES
Care Network Income 2019-20

Other
£36,438
Partners
£53,895
Cambridgeshire County Council
£528,432

Charitable Trusts
£206,024

South Cambs
District Council
£18,500
Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough NHS CCG
£179,047
Total £1,022,336
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Care Network Expenditure 2019-20

Project running costs
£2,500
General running costs
£53,868

Publicity & Marketing 		
£5,816

Capital equipment			
£2,916

Office accommodation costs
£56,434
Healthy Fenland Grant Fund		
£91,310
Governance
£21,427
Volunteer expenses
£4,179

Staffing costs
£764,345

Total £1,002,795
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FEEDBACK
We regularly get feedback from clients, their families and professionals.
They are a real testament to the dedication and kindness of our staff and volunteers.

“
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Just had a nice chat with Mr D
who is sounding very well. He
wanted his thanks to be passed
on to the volunteer he had. His
wife is now in full -time care
because of advanced
Alzheimer’s. Mr D is
recovering well from his surgery.
He was very grateful to the
volunteer and said CNC
provides an excellent service.

“

(the staff member) was a
true pleasure to meet and
work with.
Healthy
Fenland Project

“

“
Volunteer
Impact

“

“

“

“

Help
at Home

She (the staff member) was
lovely, empathetic and amazing...
the support was 100%.
Community
Navigators

Thanks again for
coming to the rescue!

“

Volunteer
Impact

Volunteer
Impact

“

I contacted Mr W a few days after his
first call and chat with Josie to see
how it had gone. He stated “it was
lovely, we chatted about all sorts and
it cheered me up. I thought we had
only talked for about 10 minutes, but
when I looked at the clock, we had
chatted for nearly 2 hours, she is
lovely. Looking forward to our
next chat “

Volunteer
Impact

“

“

“

Thank you for all of your help and
arranging for David to phone me.
I get on really well with David, he’s
easy to talk to and I really look
forward to his calls, they have
made a big difference to me.

“

The volunteers were brilliant and helped
me to get my kitchen organised. They were
an enormous help, and such a lovely
couple, so could you please convey her
thanks to them.”

“

Volunteer
Impact

“

Mrs B was extremely
happy with her volunteer.
Her comments were
“Absolutely brilliant”
“Lovely person” and
“gold standard”.
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“

Wellbeing
Support

Community
Development

“

“

This group really lifts
my spirits. It’s a fun,
friendly group and we
are all grateful to be
part of it.

“

Client reported that she was
feeling much better and was “getting
her act together” due to
support from the volunteers. She
said that the help was really useful
and that she had made really good
progress…..The client would like Kate
and Pauline to know how
grateful she is for
their input.

Volunteer
Impact
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“

“

You are a breath of fresh air
when I’m feeling miserable.

COVID-19 IMPACT
Whilst the presence and increasing impact of Covid-19 hit the UK in the last
month of this reporting period, Care Network rapidly saw its effects upon
local communities and residents. Within the first week of lockdown we had
over 700 contacts with local people and data to date suggest our wellbeing
service will see a 44% increase in use over the next 12-months.
Our staff and volunteers responded rapidly to develop and deliver our
Covid-19 response services, which saw a switch to providing support
seven-days a week. Thank you, in extremely exceptional and stressful
circumstances, we were able to quickly adapt and work to support local
people. You are appreciated more than words can express.
As one would expect, much of our 2020-2021 plans will be centred around
support and recovery from Covid-19. We have proven how agile and
responsive we are to address the impact of this pandemic and will continue
to work alongside local communities and residents in a person centred
approach as our journey with this devastating virus in our lives continues.
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Registered Address:
18 Broadway House
149-151 St Neots Road
Hardwick
Cambridgeshire
CB23 7QJ

Email: admin@care-network.org.uk
Phone: 01954 211919
Website: www.care-network.org.uk

Registered Charity Number: 1120693

